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Inspection Summarv !
Inspection on June 20 - 24. 1994 (Report No. 50-454/94014(DRS)) |
Licensed operator requalification program evaluation inspection in accordance :

Iwith NRC inspection procedure 2515/71001.
Results: The inspectors concluded that the licensee is implementing the
licensed operator requ'alification training program in accordance with
10 CFR Part 55 requirements. One violation was identified that pertained to !
the failure to follow NRC requirements (Section 3.8). The following strengths !
and weaknesses were noted: |

|

Strenaths: )

.

Dynamic scenario content was challenging and app'ropriate for the |.

plant design. (Section 3.1) i

Use of training mockup equipment during in-plant JPM performance..

(Section 3.2) |

Separation of the annual operational and written examination.

reduced operator stress level. (Section 3.2) i

i

Weaknesses: !

!

No sequestering or effort to keep personnel separated during !.

examination administration. (Section 3.2) _;

i

Licensee's evaluators were not always aware of manipulations i.

performed by the control board operators. (Section 3.2)
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REPORT DETAILS
,

1.0 Persons Contacted
,

Commonwealth Edison Company
i

*G. K. Schwartz, Station Manager
*T. K. Higgins, Support Services Director

*+R. Wegner, Shift Operations Supervisor
*+J. K. Heaton, Ops Training Supervisor - Training
*P. Enge, Regulatory Assurance - NRC Coordinator

*+P. DiGiovanna, PWR Licensed Operator Training Program Coordinator
*+R. G. Brown, Ops Training Instructor
*+S. Pettinger, Ops Training Instructor ,

+T. Kohl, Program Developer (PTC) '

Nuclear Reaulatory Commission

C. H. Brown, Resident Inspector
*+T. Burdick, Chief, Operator Licensing Section 2

+ Denotes those present at the training exit meeting on June 24, 1994.
* Denotes those present at the inspection exit meeting on June 24, 1994.

Other persons were contacted as a matter of course during the inspection. ;

2.0 Jasp_e_ction Scope and Ob.iectives

The licensed operator requalification program evaluation included a review of
training administrative procedures, requalification training records,
examination material, examination administration practices, remedial training
program, and conformance with operator license conditions. Additionally, the
inspectors observed and co-evaluated operator performance during the
requalification examination. Further, the inspectors assessed simulator '

fidelity. The inspection's primary objectives were to:

verify the licensee's requalification program for licensed operators ;.

'ensured safe plant operation by adequately evaluating operators skills.

assess the licensee's effectiveness in evaluating and revising the i.

licensed operator requalification program based on operational
performance, including requalification examinations.

assess the licensee's effectiveness in ensuring that the individuals.
;

licensed to operate the facility satisfy the conditions of their
licenses as specified in 10 CFR 55.53. 1
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3.0 Licensed Operator Reaualification Proaram Assessment .

3.1 Reaualification Examination Material |
'

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's requalification examinations were
developed in accordance with their training administrative procedures. The
examination material reviewed met the guidance contained in NUREG-1021,
" Operator Licensing Examiner Standards", Revision 7, and NUREG/BR-0122,
" Examiners Handbook for Developing Operator Licensing Examinations,"
Revision 5 with a few minor exceptions.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's requalification examinations
administered for cycle year 1994 (94-02 and 94-03). Additionally, the
inspector compared these examinations with those administered in the previous ,

cycle year,1993, for overlap and found none. The following strengths and
weaknesses were observed:

Strenaths:

The dynamic scenarios contain?d more than sufficient scope and.

complexity to differentiate between competent operators and crews
and those that are not performing at an acceptable level. Content
was challenging and appropriate for the plant design.

Weaknesses:
.

The guidance contained in NUREG/BR-0122, " Examiners Handbook for.

Developing Operator Licensing Examinations," Revision 5, i

Section 4.6.l(5), was not always followed as there were several
examples in both Part A and B of the written examinations where
negatively stated stems were used in question development. One
question used both a negatively stated stem and negatively stated [
answer options which the handbook indicates should never be used !
in question development. '

The dynamic scenarios' event sequencing was appropriate in most !.

cases. However, in one instance simultaneous and cnrelated events '

affecting both panel operators were scheduled. This method of ,

event initiation diverts the crew's attention and may mask or -

prevent adequate evaluation of the crew's response to one or both
of the malfunctions. Therefore, insertion of malfunctions should
be carefully timed and spaced to allow proper evaluation of

,

operator performance. ,

One in-plant Job Performance Measure {JPM) allowed the verbal.
,

description of equipment location while outside of the plant
,

protected area. Had the operator been required to enter the plant i

protected area and subsequently the Auxiliary Building, location -

of the equipment and use of any required security or radiological !

!
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practices could have been observed. The purpose of in-plant JPMs
is to test the operator's ability to demonstrate knowledge of
component locations and manipulate system components in the plant
environment.

The inspectors reviewed a July 7,1994, revision to Byron Training
Procedure 100-16, Rev.15, that, if implemented as written, will
satisfy the identified concern.

The inspectors determined that these minor exceptions did not adversely affect
examination validity. The inspectors considered the licensee's
requalification examination material adequate as well as effective in
evaluating the licensed operators' and senior operators' mastery of the
training objectives.

3.2 Reoualification Examination Administration

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's requalification examinations were
administered in accordance with their procedures and allowed for an effective
evaluation of the licensed operator skills.

The inspectors observed administration of the annual operational examinations
and attended selected dynamic scenario crew critiques conducted by the
licensee's evaluators. Additionally, the inspectors co-evaluated the
operators' performance and compared them with the licensee's evaluation
process. The following strengths and weaknesses were observed: -

Strenaths:

Training mockup equipment was used in performance of an in-plant.

JPM. This allowed hands on demonstration of operator skills in
manipulation of system components and use of precautionary
techniques to prevent personal injury.

The annual operational and written examination administration were.

scheduled to be given during two consecutive training cycles with
the operational given one cycle and the written given the next
cycle. Based upon interview results, operator feedback was
positive in that stress level was greatly reduced.

Weaknesses:

Operators were required to read and acknowledge by signature a.

security statement making them responsible for examination
security once the exam started. No sequestering or effort to keep
personnel separated was noted during the examination
administration. While no instance of examination compromise was
identified, the perception of compromise was unnecessarily

|
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heightened when one operator finished the exam and was asked to !:
contact the next operator waiting for exam administration. j
Examination security is handled differently in the training :
department during initial examinations by sequestering i

individuals. The inspectors reviewed a July 7, 1994, revision to i

Byron Training Procedure 100-16, Rev.15, that, if implemented as |
written, will satisfy the identified concern.

,
,

>

During dynamic scenario performance, the inspectors observed |.

multiple or rapidly sequenced malfunctions which led to incomplete |
evaluation of the crew's performance due to the need to respond to !

the next failure. In a few cases, the crews were not observed i

tripping bistables or performing a thorough technical |

specification review, when required, even though evaluation i
criteria existed within the scenario package.

;

;

During dynamic scenario performance, the licensee's examination j.

team consisted of two individuals assigned to evaluate a crew of ;
four operators. The inspectors observed the licensee's evaluators !
and concluded that they were not always aware of manipulations j
performed by the control board operators. Although the evaluators ;
solicited comments from the simulator control booth operators, the !
examination team members were not always in a position to observe i

each and every control board manipulation, especially on the back ;

panels. ;

!

During the performance of simulator JPMs, one evaluator (training !.

instructor) was observed standing at a distance greater than arms !
length and directly behind the operator being evaluated during the '

performance of control board manipulations. Even though the task
was performed satisfactorily, the licensee's evaluator was not
always in a clear position to view or verify the opera or's board
manipulations during the JPM performance._ Additionally, the .

inspectors reviewed selected training instructor's evaluation
records and noted that the aforementioned evaluator had not been
formally evaluated as a simulator instructor or on-the-job trainer
since receiving certification in January of 1993. _The inspectors
concluded that this was an isolated case and the training
management representative verbalized a clear emphasis on

,

personally discussing evaluation techniques to assigned ;
instructors. The inspectors considered this a program weakness
because a review of selected instructor evaluations revealed an

'inconsistency with training procedure requirements. None of the
instructor's records reviewed documented evaluations in the area
of on-the-job trainir.g and not all required evaluations were
documented. The inspectors reviewed a July 7, 1994, revision to
Byron Training Procedure (BTP) 100-16 Rev. 15, that, if
implemented as written, will satisfy the identified concern.

5
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The inspectors determined that these minor exceptions did not adversely affect
examination administration. The inspectors considered the licensee's 4;

requalification examination administration adequate as well as effective in
evaluating the licensed operators' and senior operators' mastery of the
training objectives.

3.3 Systems Anoroach to Trainino Controls
'

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's operator requalification program |
against a systems approach to training (SAT) and concluded that the program
had controls in place which effectively monitored and revised the training
program as needed based on operational performance issues, industry events
(LERs), plant modification packages and similar items.

3.4 Remedial Trainina

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's remediation training program that had
been administered during the previous training year. The remediation training
was appropriate for the weaknesses identified and resulted in successful
completion of the assigned remediation. Also, personnel were removed from

i

shift duties as appropriate while in remediation training. !
|

3.5 Trainino Feedback System !

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's training procedures and evaluation
forms used during requalification training and concluded that the training
feedback system was effective in addressing training issues identified by
operations personnel.

3.6 Ouality Verification Audit Review

The inspectors reviewed the last two licensee quality verification reports for
licensed operator requalification training to see if appropriate comments had
been incorporated into the training program. The inspectors concluded that i

the licensee's quality verification program was adequately auditing and |
addressing the licensed requalification program performance. |

1

3.7 Simulator Fidelity
'

The inspectors assessed the licensee's simulator fidelity and determined it to
be satisfactory. The inspectors concluded that the simulator performance did
not result in any negative training that could cause a safety concern. i

J

3.8 Conformance with Operator License Conditions |

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program in place which was intended to
ensure that individuals licensed to operate the facility would satisfy the
conditions of their license as specified in 10 CFR Part 55.

>
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The inspectors were informed and verified that the licensee's management
requested a site quality verification audit of staffing and training at Byron
Nuclear Power Station prior to the NRC inspection. The audit was performed
during the week of June 6 through 10, 1994, and the scope included
verification of reactor and senior reactor operator license activation
requirements. As a result of this audit, an inactive NRC license holder was
found to be performing duties requiring an active license which was not in
compliance with the facility licensee's procedure and 10 CFR Part 55.53(f).
On June 15, 1994, the licensee issued a problem identification form (PIF) and
notified the NRC resident inspector. The inspectors were made aware of this
violation and performed an independent examination of the records.

The inspectors determined that the licensed senior operator in question had |

appropriately performed active license duties during the first quarter of
1994, but completed only four of the five required 12-hour shifts. This did
not meet the NRC requirements of 10 CFR Part 55.53(e) or the facility

,

licensee's procedure to maintain an active license. The failure to maintain '

an active license prior to performing licensed duties was not apparent to the
individual or operations management. Subsequently, the senior operator was
allowed to perform license duties during two separate 8-hour shifts in the
second quarter of 1994 with an inactive license. The licensee's action was a

'

violation of 10 CFR 50.54(1), (50-454/455-94014-01(DRS)).

During a procedure and records review, the inspectors determined that the
licensee's program to track and post the status (active / inactive) of
individual operator's licenses was deficient. The licensee's most current
control procedure, Byron Operating Department Policy Statement No. 400-12,
Rev. 22, Subject: Operator's License-Active, was reviewed and revealed that

the licensee's policy statement lists the licensed operators that are in.

an active status and states the requirements to maintain an active '

license. No additional guidance was provided and no management tracking
was conducted or required. '

a licensed reactor operator with an inactive license was listed as.

having an active license even though he had been taken off shift
rotation since January 1994. The operator did not perform any licensed
duties in 1994.

the aforementioned senior operator with an inactive license was still :.

listed as having an active license as of June 21, 1994.
,

following the inspector's identification of the above discrepancies, the
facility licensee issued a new revision (Rev. 23, Dated: 6/21/94) to this
policy statement on June 22, 1994. The new revision deleted the names of the
two operators noted above with no other changes identified.

Additional review of the licensee's control procedures and discussion with >

licensee's operations management revealed that operating policies are
generally issued by an operating engineer and/or the shift operations ,

supervisor and approved by the latter. Operating policies are used to provide
guidance and direction to the licensed operators and are intended to relay

7
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items that are " administrative", in nature. Licensed operators are required -

to review and comply with these policy statements but management oversight in !

verifying compliance was not apparent. The licensee's management expectation
expressed to the inspectors was to rely on the individual licensed operator to
track and verify his/her own compliance. Management discussed plans to :

strengthen their oversight in this area, but did not implement any changes
prior to the exit meeting. !

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's program to ensure that
individuals licensed to operate the Byron Station would satisfy the conditions
of their license is deficient and did not ensure in all cases that the i

individual operators are in compliance with 10 CFR Part 55.53. |

4.0 Exit Meetina

The inspectors conducted exit meetings on June 24, 1994, with the licensee's
plant management and training staff to discuss the major areas reviewed during
the inspection, noted strengths and weaknesses, and the inspection results.
Licensee representatives in attendance at the exit meetings are documented in
Section 1.0 of this report. The NRC inspection team discussed the '

informational content of the inspection report with regard to documents
reviewed during the inspection. The licensee did not identify any documents i

or processes as proprietary.
|
!
!

!

!

!

i
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SIMULATION FACILITY REPORT
t

Facility Licensee: Byron Nuclear Power Station '

Facility Licensee Docket No. 50-454; 50-455 >

Operating Tests Administered on: Byron Nuclear Power Station Simulator

This form is to be used only to report observations. These observation do not
constitute audit or inspection findings and are not, without further
verification and review, indicative of noncompliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b).
These observation do not affect NRC certification or approval of the
simulation facility other than to provide information that may be used in
future evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to these
observations.

While conducting the simulator portion of the operating tests, the following
items were observed:

'

1I18 DESCRIPTION

NONE

i

,

t
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f
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;
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